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Do you know your Upham?
Chris Little writes:
Match the numbered photos on our front cover to the lettered places on
the map! Answers to little537@btinternet.com or 01489860258, winners in
next issue. Answers will also be in the next issue of Upham Update.
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Welcome to issue 27!
This is an extended full-colour version for the web, with more photos,
quizzes,... You will also find a fuller version of David Ashe’s excellent
report of the Eastleigh Borough Council local plan.
A huge thank you to our lovely posties who often help out the local
shops with deliveries, in particular, to Richard, who has offered to deliver this issue of Upham Update for us. Thanks as ever to all our contributors, and apologies if we’ve had to edit yours to fit it all in! Deadline for contributions to the next issue is Fri 19th June.
Editors: Chris Little, Cyn Kimble Distribution: Jane Brown
Commshub Coordinator: Mike Elliott. Cover photos: Chris Little

Commshub
Mike Elliott writes:
During these difficult times, it has never been so important for people
to feel connected. Upham CommsHub distributes news and information
via email to over 200 subscribers in the Village. Most recently this has
included information about the support network and services that are
available to those who need help whilst social distancing/isolating. Information from the Neighbourhood Watch team, Parish Council and updates on a variety of other topics are also sent.
If you don’t currently receive email updates about news and events happening in the Village and would like to, please contact us at
commshub@uphamvillage.org.uk.
In addition, if you have any news that would be of interest to people
living in Upham, we can help get the message out. For feedback, questions or contributions please email commshub@uphamvillage.org.uk.

What’s On

Nothing! You know why ...

Useful Information during the Coronavirus Crisis
Gwyn Halsall writes:
There are many people willing to offer this help – shopping, dog walking, prescriptions, a friendly ear. Make sure you know the helper.
Community group contact information:
email commshub@uphamvillage.org.uk
Clare Elliott (co-ordinator) 860193
Janet Dunford 860579
Jane Beloe 860452
Cyn Kimble 860327
Jane Brown 860257
If you’d like to offer help please contact Clare.
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Upham Parish Council
Contact details below. Give us a ring if you need anything, want to
chat…. For example, let us know if you’d like a daily phone call. email
uphamparishcouncil@gmail.com
Anne Collins (clerk) 860236
Gwyn Halsall 860258
David Ashe 860396
Sarah Le May 860332
Ross Snowdon 861329
Eve Croucher 860641
Keith Dalley 860173
Our local pub, the Brushmakers, is doing a delivery service for meals.
See further information on page 8. The Alma is now fully closed.
See the NHS site www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus=covid=19
for updates on the situation Also check the government site
www.gov.uk/government/topical-events/coronavirus-covid-19-ukgovernment-response
Follow Upham Village on Facebook.
Winchester City Council and Hampshire County Council updates:
check their websites for service updates WCC are working with HCC to
offer support to vulnerable residents. Call 0333 370 4000
Citizens Advice: Contact 01489 894940 and leave a message and an
adviser will call back. Regional adviceline 03444 111306. Webchat or
email via website citizensadvicewinchester.org.uk
British Red Cross Mobility Aids services 0300 456 1914

Hylands email order to neilchannon78@gmail.com They will make up
order, take payment over the phone. Orders can be collected from the
car park side of the shop.
Grovers (891937) You will need to phone your order by Tuesday afternoon for delivery usually on Thursday or Friday. Minimum spend is £20
but there is no delivery charge. Meat is vacuum packed, labelled and
dated. They will make up your order, then take payment over the
phone. They plan to continue this service ‘when it’s all over’!
AnyFish (896111) – you will need to phone in your order and pay over
the phone, once they have made up the order. Delivery times need to
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be checked when ordering, as they sometimes work with Hylands and
Grovers and the local posties.
Budgens (892706) already provide a delivery service.
If you have any ideas to help our community through this difficult time
please let the Parish Council know: maybe a project that will encourage
community spirit, tackle the issues of filling children’s time at home
etc. We have allocated funds to help with potential projects which need
money. Keep an eye on your neighbours. Loneliness will be a problem
for many of us so keep in touch by phone,
email etc.
The children’s play areas are closed at both
the recreation ground and Torbay farm.
Please respect these closures. The recreation ground and footpaths remain open.
Please keep to the restrictions announced
by the Government.
Finally, Diane Perry has designed an excellent face mask pattern. Email
diane.perry7@outlook.com if you would like
details.

Upham Parish Council
Anne Collins writes:
For updates on the following work , see separate articles:
•
Broadband: p 7
•
Eastleigh Borough Council Planning p 5
•
Village Design Statement: p 7
The VE Day Commemorations in Upham have now been
postponed due to the current Covid-19 emergency. Details will be circulated once a new date has been set.
We have now activated the Emergency Plan and it is being used during
the current emergency situation.
The Community Care Group has contacted all vulnerable residents who
might need help and many residents are looking out for their neighbours. If any residents do need help, then please contact one of the
Community Care Group or Upham Parish Council.
The next two Parish Council Meetings are scheduled for Monday, 27 th
April and Monday, 18th May. At the present time we cannot hold public
face-to-face meetings so councillors have been holding these via conference calls. We are only discussing urgent issues and planning applications to meet various closing dates and deadlines. The Annual Parish
Meeting which was due to be held on 27th April has been cancelled. The
Election of Officers which are held during the May Meeting does not
need to be held this year, so all Officers will hold their current positions
until May, 2021. Agendas will still be published for all the Parish Council
Meetings and if any residents have anything they would like to bring to
the attention of Parish Councillors then please send an e-mail to the
Clerk at uphamparishcouncil@gmail.com before the meeting date. All
meetings will be held via conference calls until further notice.
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Neighbourhood Watch

Eve Croucher writes:
Beware these common COVID-19 Scams:
• An offer of £258 from the government to help during
the coronavirus outbreak just by entering your bank details. Government departments never ask for your bank
details in this way.
• The 'infection list' scam mimicking the World Health
Organisation (WHO) claiming to provide a list of local infections. To access it they need to pay into a bitcoin account or click on a link that
delivers malware onto the computer.
• A scam email from HM Government asking for donations to the NHS
during the COVID-19 outbreak. The NHS will never ask you to send money directly to a bank account.
• A fake government email stating: ‘As schools will be closing, if you’re
entitled to free school meals, please send your bank details and we’ll
make sure you’re supported’.
• Selling scam products such as supplements and anti-virus kits that
falsely claim to cure or prevent COVID-19.
• Fake COVID-19 swabbing kits, hand sanitisers, and face masks sold
online. These products can be dangerous.
• Call Centres offering supplements that supposedly prevent COVID-19.
• Criminals claiming to be your bank, mortgage lender or utility company. Your bank or the police will NEVER ask you to transfer money or
move it to a safe account.
• A text asking recipients to pay a £35 fine as it says they have been
‘recorded as leaving their home on three occasions’ during the lockdown.
• Doorstep cleansing services that offer to clean drives and doorways to
kill bacteria and help prevent the spread of the virus.
• Bogus Red Cross or healthcare workers offering to take your temperature or provide 'home-testing' for COVID-19.
• Criminals targeting vulnerable people on their doorstep and offering
to do their shopping. They take the money and do not return.
• Receiving phone calls purporting to be about terminating your Amazon
Prime account unless you act now
• Threat to terminate your TalkTalk or other internet account
• Phone call stating £600 (example) transaction imminently going
through from your account and telling you to press key 1 immediately
(don’t!)
Be wary of unsolicited emails and texts offering questionably good
deals, and never respond to messages that ask for your personal or financial details. Avoid paying for good and services by bank transfer as
that offers you little protection if you become a victim of fraud. Instead, use a credit card or payment services such as PayPal.
If you need tech support, ask your friends or family for recommendations and look for reviews online first. Don’t contact companies promoting tech support services via browser pop-ups.
Don’t be rushed into investment opportunities: legitimate organisations will never pressure you into making a transaction on the spot.
From experience, scammers bank on catching us at times of day when
we are busy, such as meal-times, or weary, so less likely to be on our
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guard and perhaps more vulnerable, particularly anyone living alone.
Banks, HMRC, DVLA credit cards will not ring you this way so please put
the phone down and wait for a while before using your phone again, as
scammers will mimic the dial tone and call answer to pretend to be your
bank etc. so you think you have still rung them direct to check the legitimacy of the call!
Anyone who has been a victim of fraud or cybercrime can report it to
Action Fraud on 0300 123 2040 If you’ve been affected by crime you
can contact the Victim Support team on 0808 178 1641

Eastleigh Borough Council Local Plan
David Ashe writes
In the last issue of Upham Update I wrote that we were awaiting a letter
from the Inspector to Eastleigh Borough Council, following the conclusion of the Examination in Public at the end of January. She had
(somewhat mysteriously) said that EBC should do no more work on the
plan until they heard from her.
She has now sent her letter, which clearly sets out her view that the
proposal to develop 5,300 homes north of Bishopstoke and Fair Oak
(options B and C) is not justified. She concludes that the policies which
propose these homes and the new road, need to be dropped from the
Eastleigh plan if it is to be approved. This is excellent news for Upham.
Her letter is not comprehensive (she will later be providing a full report)
but she outlines her most significant concerns which are themselves
enough to reach this conclusion. She highlights
•
the failure to carry out a fair comparison between strategic option sites in transport terms.
•
Flaws in the analysis of gaps between settlements.
•
The impact of the Eastleigh’s chosen option on the National Park.
And she says,
‘I regard the consideration of alternative options to be inadequate,
such that the approach taken to the proposed SGO is insufficiently robust. As a consequence of this
evidential shortcoming, policies S5 and S6 do not represent the most
appropriate strategy when considered against the reasonable alternatives and are not justified. I therefore conclude that these policies
should, therefore, be deleted from the local plan.’ (her underlining)
She goes on to make clear that EBC have no immediate need to decide
on a strategic growth option as they already have enough smaller sites
coming forward elsewhere.
It is very satisfying to see that the Inspector has taken on board the arguments we have been putting forward since 2016. We have always said
that we support Eastleigh getting the right housing in the right place
and that if EBC can demonstrate that B and C is indeed that right place,
we will accept that.
The Inspector agrees with us that despite having had 4 years to do so
and spending a rumoured £3million on presenting their preferred option,
Eastleigh have failed to assemble the evidence and come up with a convincing case.
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After initially denying that the Inspector had condemned their decision
to promote B and C in the plan, EBC have now accepted that they will
have to drop their proposals in order to get their plan accepted.
This letter, therefore represents a landmark reversal for the Eastleigh
local plan. However EBC’s reaction shows that we have not finally dealt
with the threat the current plan represents. Keith House has said EBC
still believe B and C to be the best option and they will seek to introduce it in a review of the plan, which all planning authorities are required to carry out every 5 years.
In an email to ADD chair, John Lauwerys, the EBC chief executive, Nick
Tustian, has said
‘We are required to review the Plan in 5 years but .. I could envisage an
early review of the Plan. …. We will want to be satisfied that we can
meet future housing targets and be clear on where that development
will be as soon as possible and I can see the review being a lot earlier
than in 5 years time.’
However, Eastleigh will have a steep mountain to climb if they try to
reintroduce B and C following the Inspector’s letter and the requirements she sets out. Particularly relevant to any development on Mortimer’s Lane, the Inspector has stressed the importance of protecting the
National Park, to which EBC have only paid lip service until now.
Another new factor is that, since developing their current proposals,
EBC have proclaimed a Climate Emergency and committed to achieving
carbon neutrality by 2030. This will make it very difficult for them to
promote a car-dominated strategic growth option!
So what happens next? The Inspector sent her interim letter because,
before Eastleigh addressed many of the more minor points raised in the
EiP, she wanted them to be clear about the major change she would be
requiring if they wanted to proceed.
• Eastleigh now have work to do to satisfy all of the other amendments
and additional information she has asked for, and also she needs to
hear back from Natural England on the issue of the impact of development North of Bishopstoke on the Itchen salmon spawning grounds,
following evidence from Professor Sear of Southampton University
and other leading experts.
• They then have to issue all the amendments as ‘main modifications’
to the plan and consult on them.
• The inspector will then issue her final report based on the modifications and consultation responses. We would expect the final report to
include an opinion on the Itchen salmon issue, ancient woodland and
the viability of B and C, all of which were not in her interim letter. It
will probably take several months after the closure of the consultations for her to prepare this report.
• Assuming a broadly positive report, EBC will then be able to adapt
the plan to take account of any minor recommendations the inspector makes, and then adopt the plan.
Overall, we can see the process lasting at least until Christmas 2020 or
early 2021, depending on a number of factors including the current lockdown. After the next consultation, there will some downtime for the
ADD team,but alas EBC could possibly be back with fresh proposals as
early as 2022. However, as I note above, this will be under very differPage 7

ent circumstances.
Upham has been very lucky to have been able to benefit, as part of
ADD, from the expertise and dedication and hard work of many people
from the other communities affected by B and C. We have all been kept
on track by Deborah Mitchell, our administrator; Caroline Dibden from
CPRE has provided invaluable expertise, support and a view of the bigger picture;Mark Baylis on PR and our own Tom Bristowe running the
website have both done a huge amount to keep the campaign in the
public eye. Of course,, none of this would have been possible without
the very able leadership of John Lauwerys our chair, who has put in an
enormous amount of time on research and co-ordination.
Upham Parish Council and ADD would like to thank all those of you supporters who have demonstrated that you care about our future, and
contributed funds and organisational skills. We have got to where we
are through a great team effort, one which Eastleigh plainly underestimated when they first hatched their Plan!

Broadband Update
David Ashe writes:
For the 100+ houses and businesses from Popes Lane up to the triangle
who will benefit from the new fibre infrastructure there is good news
and bad news.thThe good news is that the new fibre network is finished
and on the 15 April we heard that it was live and ready for us all to
order a new ultrafast line from an Internet Service Provider.
It’s worth saying that, after several very frustrating years,Openreach
have consistently delivered on their promises and the new network is
ready ahead of the schedule we were given when we paid over our contribution last May. This is despite the hiatus whilst we changed over to a
system delivered for free. We can all say a big thank you to Matt Galley,
the Openreach regional partnership director, and his team, for achieving this and also for (without being asked) waiving our contribution. Also
thanks to HCC for their advice and support.
The bad news is that connecting to the fibre network requires you to
enter into a contract with an ISP, who needs to instruct Openreach to
send an engineer to enter the property to install a new line termination
onto the fibre. This termination needs electric power.
Because of the current lockdown, OR are (understandably) not programming any visits involving entering a home until the beginning of June.
It’s worth noting that not all ISPs can provide a Fibre-To-The-Premises
connection, although this is now widely accepted as the best futureproof standard. Google ‘fibre to the premises providers’ and go to the
Openreach website link for a list.
Sadly, therefore, whilst you can book now to join the world of the
properly functional internet, you will probably have to survive on deferred gratification for another month or two.

Upham Village Design Statement
Richard Green writes:
A small group of villagers, including members of the Parish Council,
have set about renewing the Village Design Statement. The original document (https://www.winchester.gov.uk/planning-policy/villagePage 8

neighbourhood-design-statements/upham-village-design-statement was
created 20 years ago and we have been encouraged by The South Downs
National Park Authority and Winchester City Council to update the material so it reflects the village as it is today and how we would like to
see it develop in the future. Essentially, it is an opportunity for us to
use our local knowledge to describe the visual qualities of the village,
and all the special qualities we would like to conserve and not lose as a
result of inappropriate development. The document will then set out
design principles to guide planning decisions and help architects, developers and all those involved in making design decisions to have a better
understanding of what is distinctive about the character of Upham.
The aim is to consult local people as much as possible, so the new Village Design Statement reflects the views of all who live and work
here. The intention is to produce a questionnaire to gather more information. However, now seems the perfect opportunity to
combine our daily exercise with the task of thinking about what is special about our village, for example...
• What visual characteristics do the buildings in the village have in
common, for example building styles or design features, building materials, colours and textures, roof shapes and heights?
• How do the open spaces between the buildings contribute to the visual character of the village, for example natural features, hedges,
trees, farmland and pasture, how buildings relate to the roads/ lanes,
and to each other, and important outdoor places to meet, play or just
enjoy the views?
Our surroundings are always changing, and we need to ensure that these
changes have a positive effect on the village and don’t slowly erode
away the special features of the place where we live. Input from local
people is essential to help identify what’s important about the character of Upham in 2020 and to contribute to village design guidance which
can be used for years to come. Please send us your initial thoughts. If
you would like to be involved more with the process, please get in
touch. uphamvds@gmail.com

The Brushmakers
Nicky and Reece write:
Villageroo! Thank you again everyone for your overwhelming support! We are very sorry if you have ordered
and we have made you wait a couple of days. There are
only two of us and we are working flat out (apart from
Sunday!) so many apologies.
Our next availability for fish and chips on Friday will be the 8 th May.
There are some changes to our menu: for details, see our website
https://www.thebrushmakersarms.com/.
Please order by calling 01489 860231 or email nickykn215@gmail.com
the day before you would like your delivery/takeaway
To lower risk of contamination, we would prefer online payments (if you
have the facilities if not cash in an envelope is fine) to The Brushmakers Arms. Sort Code 30 96 61 Account number 26661968
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New litter initiative
Tom Bristowe writes:
Since the autumn, a small group of villagers from Upham and Owslebury
have been developing a new initiative to keep our local roads and lanes
free of ugly litter. It has worked fantastically well and - when life returns
to some kind of normality - we’re inviting fellow villagers to join
us. We’re all local people who get worked up about litter thrown from
cars blighting our beautiful countryside. So we decided to do something

about it – and enjoy some fresh air and exercise, meet new people and
have a good time along the way.
Prior to the crisis, we were meeting for an hour from 8.30am most Saturday mornings. We plan to do so again as soon possible. We receive generous support from professional grounds maintenance company ‘Idverde’ in
Winchester, which provides high-vis vests, litter grabbers and bags, as
well as safety trucks and drivers to protect us from traffic and take the
rubbish away. To date, we have focused on the verges of the Morestead
Road all the way from Winchester to Corhampton, filling well over 150
black bags.
We have found it's a good way to work up an appetite before breakfast,
to catch up with friends and to feel smug for the rest of the weekend!
We have excellent organisational support from a local Army volunteer,
Staff Sergeant Pete Dyde, and are hoping to extend this successful model
to more local roads and lanes. So if you have a particular road or lane you
would like to keep clean, please let us know and we’ll make it happen.
We are also forging links with other local groups and businesses as part of
the new Litter Partnership in Winchester (www.litterpartnership.org). To
find out more, please email Tom Bristowe in Upham
(tom.bristowe@btopenworld.com) or Matthew Hickley in Owslebury
(matthew.hickley@teneo.com).
Please do get in touch. We are open to all ideas and offers of support,
and would love to hear from you.
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Meon Valley Food Bank
Jane Perrott writes:
In these exceptional times, the need for our service
has never been more important. In order to protect the health of our dedicated team of volunteers
we have changed our method of operation.
Our greatest need remains food donations. Up until recently, most of
the food donated was collected and delivered to us by local churches so
since they have been closed we have struggled keep supplied. We are
now asking that all donations are left in the donation trolley at Budgens,
which will be cleared on a regular basis. Alternatively, you can leave
your donated items with me at Upham Place or Janet Dunford at Pine
End, Upham Street. We are very grateful for your donations and feel
very lucky to be operating in such a generous community.

Every week we are receiving more referrals and, up till now, we have
operated a system, where our Referral Agencies have given a hard copy
of a voucher directly to clients. From time to time we have also taken
telephone requests from known and approved agencies. With effect
from Tuesday March 31st, we have asked that all voucher requests are
emailed to us. We will then select the appropriate food items and carry
out a home delivery. This will help to reduce our volunteers’ risk of
exposure and stop clients having to make unnecessary journeys.
If you try to visit the Food Bank on a Tuesday, you will find the doors
closed but a great deal of work will be going on behind the scenes.
Please visit our website at www.meonvalleyfoodbank.co.uk to see the
items that we need.

Jemima Trotter
Vicky Gardner writes:
It is with great sadness that we have to let you know that Jemima Trotter passed away peacefully on Wednesday the 15th of April in Winchester
Hospital. Jemima lived in Upham with her grandchildren Olivia and
McCaughley from 2009 until late 2019. They were active members of the
Blessed Mary Family with Jemima latterly holding the post of Church
Warden a role of which she was very proud. She was a talented cook and
crafter and over the years has baked delicious treats at many of the vilPage 11

lage events (I am sure we will never forget her speciality cheese
squares) She also provided many costumes for school performances. She
will be missed by many at this very unsettling time.
Jemima’s close friends and family would like to thank the amazing staff
both on St Cross and Allium Ward at Winchester for their incredible
kindness and compassion to her. There will be a family service held at
Basingstoke Crematorium on the 30th April at 3.30, and a memorial service at the Blessed Mary Church when services resume. Should anyone
want to contact the family please contact me and I shall pass on any
details. Our prayers are with Jemima’s family at this very sad time.

A Little Beauty sited in Upham

Andrew Ward writes:
On the evening of 16 April, I walked from my
home in Woodcote up to the churchyard to
visit my darling wife Amanda. It was a beautiful warm evening and, as I stood by her grave,
I was surrounded by beautiful birdsong. Among
the songs of various familiar birds, my attention was drawn by one I could not immediately
place - a high trilling song. I excused myself
for a minute (Amanda was always used to
that!) and went to investigate. Suddenly, the
mystery was solved when a beautiful male
firecrest appeared in a tree only a few metres away. It was the first
one I have ever seen in Upham (or indeed anywhere nearer than Titchfield Haven). The firecrest, which is Britain’s second smallest bird and
a scarce breeding species, was also one of Amanda’s favourite birds so
what a fitting place for one to appear.

Church of the Blessed Mary
Jane Beloe writes:
Easter is the time when Christians celebrate Jesus
Christ’s great act of sacrificial love for us on the cross
and the hope his resurrection brings. Our Easter celebrations have had to be muted this year. Very sadly, at the
direction of the House of Bishops, all churches were instructed to
close. Interestingly, there is no precedent for this in the history of religious observance in the British Isles. However, we have rediscovered
that our Blessed Mary is, at its heart, the people and we have found
new ways of sharing our worship and fellowship together.
As well as the streaming of services from St Peter’s Rectory we now
have a congregation of Zoomers! We meet on Mondays at 8.30 for a
short morning prayer and for a morning service on Wednesdays at
10.00. This opportunity for us to pray together and share the good news
of Easter brings hope and reassurance at this difficult time. Everyone is
welcome, so if you would like to join in or ask us to pray for someone
do please let us know (janibeloe@btinternet.com). We e-mail an order
of service as well, so everyone can join in, whether they are Zoomers
or not.
And, of course, we must not forget the outpouring of love and care that
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this crisis has generated in our village, both through the generosity
of our neighbours and the Upham community care group.
Perhaps this time of crisis enables us to see how tightly self-giving
love is woven into our society, in
the day to day dedication of health
workers, care workers and also in
our own community.
Easter eggs and prayers were delivered on horseback on Easter Saturday with the help of Lily Bristowe.
There is a streamed service each
Sunday morning at 10 am. And a
streamed thought for the day at
9.00am each weekday. You can
join in with any of these via the St
Peter's Facebook page
@StPetersBW or 'watch back' on
YouTube via the St Peter's website
home page
www.stpetersbw.org.uk <http://
www.stpetersbw.org.uk> The first
page of the attachment is the relevant piece!

Upham Village Hall

Helen Firth writes:
The village hall continued to be well used until coronavirus halted most activities in their tracks. In line with
Government guidance, the committee formally closed
the hall on 23 March 2020 and our hirers were advised
of the decision. The exception to this is the pre-school
which is providing an ‘emergency hub’ to provide care
for children of keyworkers, even during the Easter holidays. The pre
-school, and everyone else still working and providing services during
this time, are doing a fantastic job and we would like to thank them
all.
We were hoping to have completed the second, and final, phase of
the car park works during recent weeks but this has had to be put on
hold. Looking at future projects, the current boiler is, we believe,
the original one installed and it is now nearing the end of its life,
giving the management committee the opportunity to consider alternative, environmentally friendly options.
The management committee wishes everyone well during lockdown
and we look forward to getting back to a more normal life and seeing the hall in use again.

Upham C of E Primary School
Tamara, a Year 6 pupil writes:
It is the Easter holidays and Class Four pupils are busy
doing lots of fun activities at home to pass the time.
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Not a lot of things are the same at the
moment, like going to the beach, going
shopping, Easter, working and lots
more. But a few things are the same.
You can still go out for a daily walk,
stay in touch with friends and you do
fun tasks.
At this strange and difficult time, you
cannot go to all of the places that you
normally would. But the children of
Class 4 (from Upham C of E Primary
School) have been doing activities at
home that their teacher and their head
teacher have set them. Some of the
children have been doing LEGO challenges that their head teacher sets
them each week and the muscle-aching
sports challenges set by ‘Sports Dave’,
the school sports coach. Other activities
have included art work, cooking, Easter
egg hunts and music.
At this time, many things are different.
People are not allowed to meet with
each other and all of the children miss
their friends. Some of them have been
able to keep in touch with each other;
they keep in touch via e-mail, by face
timing and even by texting. The teachers are also keeping in touch and seeing
how they are doing using e-mails and the
school website. Here are a few quotes
showing how the children are feeling
about staying at home for Easter.
‘I am a bit sad staying at home and not being able to see my friends but
I am glad that I am keeping safe.’
‘I am a bit bored from staying at home this Easter but I am able to text
and face time my friends so it isn’t so bad.’
Remember: Stay at home. Stay safe. Protect the NHS and yourself.

Upham Pre-school

Claire Parry writes:
We have had a very strange few weeks
at Pre-School with most of the children
now staying at home with their families. We remain open as an emergency
hub not only for children who normally
attend but for children from other local
settings which have closed. We have
continued with our normal routines for
the children who are attending to try
and keep everything as ‘normal’ for
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them. We have been having Easter egg hunts, making chocolate Easter
egg nests, printing eggs with potatoes and making crowns and wrist
bands amongst lots of other things.
They have enjoyed outside play, especially with the water as the sun
has been shining. They have also really noticed the number of tractors
that are on the roads, with the reduction of cars and lorries. Of
course, all of them are driven by Farmer Pete from Thistle Ridge
Farm !!! The staff team have been amazing through the COVID-19 pandemic with many staff giving up their Easter holidays to come in to
work.

Upham Garden Club
Jenny Bird writes:
Most members will know by now that sadly we have cancelled the garden visits for June: we’re fixing talks for the autumn and remain flexible about when these may start. Meanwhile, many of us are spending
much more time than usual in our gardens…..sometimes even working
there, both on them, and from them. So we look forward to seeing
some fabulous results as we take our daily exercise. And if you have
innovative ideas to raise spirits in these strange times, do let us know
ready for the next UU or members email update. Here is one from Jane
and David Ashe.
‘We have started mowing our lawn differently, as of yesterday. On one
smallish section, we are mowing NHS into the middle of the lawn, leaving the rest except for a mown strip all the way round the edge of that
piece of lawn. David can lift the mower onto and off the letters where
necessary. We will continue to cut the NHS short (not in the manner of
a Government, more like a labyrinth or crop circle) and leave the rest
to grow long and see what happens. We may have to do a long trim on
the longer grass eventually, so that it does not flop onto the letters... .
At the moment, it will not show up well on a photo, but we are hoping
for a good enough view for a photo from a bedroom window in a week
or two. Does anyone have a drone? If lots of us do this on our lawns, it
could look really good from an aerial view, and we might have some
extra wild flowers for the pollinators!’
While you are in the garden this summer and autumn, we have another
project in mind. Perhaps we can all try to collect some seeds from our
plants? Could be veg and flowers, keep them cool and dry in welllabelled envelopes, and then towards the end of the year we can have
a seed swap session and exchange seeds of our favourite plants for others to grow.
And how about a virtual Garden Tour, e.g. https://ngs.org.uk/virtualgarden-visits/. Almost like being there! And in support of the wonderful ‘Yellow Book’ gardens. There are similar tours by other organisations too, though Upham Broadband may struggle with some of them.
Since we can’t visit each other, do take lots of photos of your garden
and be ready to share them with us all on the Upham Face Book page.
Here’s a picture quiz there to start us off! Name the flowers overleaf
the first one was purchased at a garden club meeting some years ago!
Answers on the back page.
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Upham Velo
Mike Elliott writes:
Riding a bike is a great way to aid physical and mental
health and with the recent fine weather it has been great
to see so many benefitting from this activity. Provided
we follow the advice on social distancing and good hygiene, cycling is a
great option for our ‘one form of exercise a day’.
Now, more than ever, we must ride our bikes responsibly - this means
only going out once a day, on our own or with people in our household,
keeping two metres apart from anyone we meet and stopping and waiting for people to pass when necessary. The advice is that should to seek
out quiet and uncrowded places to cycle close to home, preferably
places we can cycle to from our own doorstep. How lucky are we to live
in Upham? The entrance to the South Downs. Enjoy your cycling and
stay safe.

Longwood Dean taken on a local ride (Photo Mike Elliot)
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Congratulations Roger!
Chris Little writes:
Upham Update would like to congratulate Upham FC’s Roger Cooper (a regular contributor when there's football to
report!) for winning a Winchester County Council District Sports Award for his
Service to Sport. Roger has had a major
role in the success of Upham Football
Club, and he was one of the villagers
who reformed the club in 1974,

Upham Players
Chris Little writes:
Here’s a quiz. Name the panto and, for members, the
actors! Answers on the last page
2
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The latest book from Upham author

Available from Health Space, Bishop’s
Waltham: Amazon: Waterstones and
jenny@coachsupervisor.co.uk

DESIGN —INNOV ATION
CRAFTM ANSHIP
SHOW ROOM: 19 Southgate Street W inchester Hants
SO23 9EB

T e l : 01962 850851

Garden Club quiz answers
1.Llathyrus Vernus 2. Pasque Flower (Pulsatilla vulgaris)
3. The rare Upham Easter tulip.

Upham Players panto quiz answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cinderella (2019) (Jenny Allen and Jo Knox-Kennedy)
Dick Whittington (2014) (Tessa Bell and Lily Pitter)
Mother Goose (2003) (Dermot Flaherty)
Treasure Island (2009) (Roy Kimble)
Peter Pan-to (2012) (David Bell, Chris Little, Jo Knox-Kennedy, Gwyn
Halsall)
6. Aladdin (2008) (Emily Goddard, Oliver Goddard)
7. Jack and the Beanstalk (2011) (Chris Little, Oliver Goddard and Rowan Knox-Langford, Rosie Peters)
8. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (2006) (Jo Knox-Kennedy, Anna
Plumb, Mo Peters)

Bluebells in Pope’s Lane woods
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